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Nutrition is the process of providing or obtaining the food necessary for health and growth. The concept 
of having healthy nutrition and a balanced diet has been a focal point for people for many centuries. We 
have been studying the concept of what nutrients our bodies need to stay healthy and for optimum 
performance as an athlete. Sometimes we tend to become very specific with our nutrition and this can 
actually cause more problems than it solves.


Throughout this information package for Flippers we will highlight specific supplements any athlete can 
use to help their training. Along with specific references to Arbonne International supplements, our 
nutritional partner at the FTA, we will also provide simple alternatives that will not be as nutritionally 
beneficial but will still be helpful for those who do not wish to jump into a full nutritional program. 


The following information is general in nature and describes only some of the options and ideologies 
behind how nutrition works within the body with a few major take-away points for athletes. There a lot of 
information online so I encourage you to find more information as your flipping career develops.


B A S I C S  O F  N U T R I T I O N  

You need to look at the body like a factory that takes in nutrients from the outside world such as animal 
meats and vegetables. Many different types of nutrients are eaten and then broken down in the body and 
rebuilt in unique ways to create all the body functions you depend on. Some of these functions include 
breathing, digesting, building muscles and any kind of body movement.


The nutrients inside the body are like little building blocks similar to what we discuss in “Building 
Biomechanics” and well as in the “Building Trampoline Skills” books. Molecules are built up atom-by-
atom, broken down one piece at a time and then rearranged in many ways. In “Building The Body: 
Physiology” we discuss the different molecules and how they build up in different parts of the body. For 
more detailed information please see that book as part of the overall Freestyle Trampoline training 
package. 


In this book I will keep it short for younger Flippers who just wants to know the basics for their athletic 
career. I will stick to the main points that anyone can use to ensure your body is being fed properly for 
training and competition. You don’t want to become bogged down in details as it will take the fun out of 
training. More results will come from what you do at your actual training, however, your nutrition will help 
make sure you are utilizing the effects of training in the best way possible. 




E V E RY DAY  N U T R I T I O N   

In University you learn all the fancy ways and many options people will try to lose weight without having 
to workout; such as the many fad diets on the market today. You will also learn the ways an athlete can 
gain muscle mass or weight before certain events which is referred to as “loading,” where you literally 
load the body with specific nutrients to help you perform. 


For the average person nutrition is really simple. You need to evenly distribute your meals 
throughout the day and eat from a wide variety of foods. In other words, don’t binge eat, 
overeat or starve yourself. Thats it!  

Each food is made of different building blocks called “molecules.”  These molecules can be thought of as 
LEGOTM blocks that stack together in many ways. Molecules stick together and create Sugars, Proteins 
and Fats. These are the three basic building blocks of nutrition. Sugars, Proteins and Fats are broken 
down in the body when you eat something and this creates energy in the body. 


Once the food is broken down in the stomach the resulting energy is sent to the brain and the muscles to 
create movement and keep the body functioning. Everything your body does requires energy. If you stop 
putting energy in the body, nothing happens. 


There are many different ways these three basic building blocks can be broken down and built back up to 
create energy for the body’s various functions. These are called “Pathways.” Sugars, proteins and fats all 
have different roles to play in these pathways. They also have their own pathways but can mix together 
on different pathways in very creative ways. 


Look at your body as a giant bin of LEGOTM blocks. Each atom that makes up your body can be 
rearranged in so many ways that it will blow your mind. Some atoms include Oxygen, Nitrogen and the 
most popular atom in the body; Carbon. These atoms are attached to each other in unique ways along 
these ‘pathways.’ They are nothing more than the instructions you get in a LEGOTM kit when written out by 
biochemists:  


Atom A + Atom B + Atom C = Vitamin B7 

This really should sound familiar to the Degree-by-Degree building process of Trampoline skills (and all 
movements). Biology and biomechanics work under the same principals which is why the FTA uses the 
building process as its basic theory to developing acrobatic skills and careers. 




For the younger Flippers, you don’t need to know the exact function of a group of atoms called “Vitamin 
B7.” All you need to know is that each combination of atoms creates vitamins, fats, sugars, proteins and 
all other nutritions that make up your body. 


Different diets and nutritional plans will target specific vitamins or sugars but they are simply a group of 
LEGOTM blocks that all have a specific function in the body. When creating a diet, a scientist who knows 
all the different LEGOTM block combinations and their functions will focus on certain combinations to 
create the reaction they are looking for; ie. engery, power, recovery etc. Companies such as Arbonne™ 
have teams of scientists that mix up different LEGOTM blocks and create specific benefits to the body and 
sell those specific supplements to athletes to help their training.


Molecules are attached to cells in the body and sometimes go inside the cell to change the cell function. 
Different sized atoms and molecules go to different cells and attach to other molecules and atoms inside 
and outside of cells that affect the body in different ways.




The general thought towards nutrition is that if you need to break down fat for example; by increasing the 
atoms and molecules in the body that helps in that process, you can speed up the fat burning process. It 
is the same for muscles. If you want bigger muscles you simply have to create a diet that focuses on 
putting more of those specific atoms and molecules into your body to help your muscle building 
‘pathways.’


Weight loss diets focus more on starving the body of certain nutrients that get stored as fat in the body. 
Fat is solid at room temperature and is only squishy in the body when it is warmed by your core 
temperature, which is why it doesn’t feel solid on your body. All body functions are based on building up 
or breaking down atoms and molecules in different pathways based on what nutrients you put in the 
body in the first place. 


If you never eat protein, for example, you will find it harder to build muscles, since all muscles are made 
of protein. In that case the body will have to turn sugars and fats into proteins, which it can do, but not as 
effectively. Sugars and fats are needed in also required by your body to function properly but not the bad 
sugars and fats we see in processed or fast foods.


Many nutrients are not simply created to move muscles. Nutrients help keep your arteries clean, help you 
develop scar tissue to speed up healing and even fats are wrapped around neurons to make them send 
signals to your brain faster. 


Below is a “Food Pyramid.” The top of the pyramid has foods that you do not need so much of on a 
daily basis. All nutrients have a function and a proper diet is all about getting all the right nutrients you 
need in your body on a regular basis in the right proportions. Too much or too little of each of these food 
groups will cause your body different problems. Many sicknesses and body issues result simply from not 
having a properly balanced diet. Make sure if you want to be healthy for training you keep a balanced diet 
with all the food groups.


All nutrients have a function and a proper diet is all about getting all the right nutrients you 
need for your activities in your body on a regular basis.  



 
D I E T  N U T R I T I O N  

Generally speaking, most people have a relatively balanced diet, but fail to  exercise enough. Life is busy 
and we all tend to forget to exercise from time to time, so the food you eat stores up in the body. The only 
way to get rid of the stored food is to use it up. If you don’t help your body to turn those nutrients into 
something useful you could end up with chronic health issues later in life. Some of these issues include 
blocked arteries in the body that literally stop blood from pumping to parts of your body. In active 
individuals, moving the body by playing sports will burn up the extra nutrients, so you will not gain 
weight. So you can see that eating less without exercising is still not the best way to remain healthy. 


There are many forms of diets out there to choose from and each one involves the athlete reducing the 
amount they eat. The body naturally burns nutrients to keep the heart pumping, your lungs breathing and 
your brain thinking. The only time you gain weight is when you have all those functions covered and still 
keep eating. Diets should not be an issue for Flippers because the training will naturally burn off the extra 
nutrients. For this reason we will not get into the diet side of nutrition. It is important to understand that 
aspect however and see how it is one half of the ‘nutritional equation.’


If an athlete diets, they will reduce the amount of nutrients the body has to build muscles and create 
energy for exercise. Therefore, if you are active and a healthy weight and go on a diet you will actually 
become sluggish and tired; the opposite of what you need to accomplish as an athlete.  You will also 
break down muscles which you  DO NOT want to do. So as you can see, it’s better to exercise more and 
eat a regular balanced diet. 


Sugars, Proteins & Fats  

When you eat something it is either a sugar, a protein or a fat. Each of these nutrients can be broken 
down into individual atoms and then rearranged in the body to make thousands of different molecules. 
There are many types that also have unique effects in the body, as mentioned earlier. In this section I will 
show you a few examples of the different molecules that help create energy in the body. 


It is important to note that even one small atom can change the way these nutrients affect the body. This 
is why the government highly regulates supplements, health products and foods. If you put a bad 



combination of atoms and molecules together you can create big problems for the body. Sometimes 
these effects are not seen until many years later, such as smoking.


On the next page you will see a highly detailed chart that shows many of different ways different 
nutrients, molecules and atoms can combine to create different effects in the body. Biochemists, like the 
ones who work with Arbonne International, have learned which combinations are good for the body and 
which ones are not. We will not get into the complexity of all these different combinations for the younger 
Flippers, but if you are looking for specifics, Arbonne has provided a detailed information package at the 
end of this book that will provide more details. 


For Freestyle Flippers it is important to understand that when we discuss one pathway, there are a million 
ways atoms and molecules can get into out of those pathways. If one pathway is short on nutrition it can 
grab atoms and molecules from many other parts of the body and use them if the body really needs it.  
Sometimes this can cause issues because each part of the body and each pathway that the nutrients 
travel along are made in a certain way, so when you mess with the pathway, you create other problems.


For this reason do not start throwing thousands of different supplements into your body. Stick to 
the mainstream expert approved supplements from reputable brands! 

The Complexity Of Molecules 



Building Up Nutrition  

Now, lets get into the fun part of nutrition for athletes. Athletes use a molecule called ATP (Adenosine 
Triphosphate) to create energy for the body. ATP is created by different energy pathways in the body. If you 
put more atoms and molecules in these energy pathways you will have more energy for training. If you 
take atoms and molecules out of these energy pathways you will lose energy for training.  

Each energy pathway is used for different types of activities. The nutrition you put in your body will go 
into one of these pathways. If you are a runner but only put in ATP-PC nutrients into your body then you 
will not see the best training results. You have to match your nutrition with your energy needs for your 
specific sport. 

Here are your major Energy Pathways: 

ATP-PC System: Shortest Energy System (15 Seconds) 

PC stands for Phosphocreatine, also known as creatine phosphate or PCr, a creatine molecule that 
serves to rapidly mobilize reserves of high-energy in muscles and the brain. This means that Phosphate 
atoms are attached to a molecule called “Creatine” (see picture right). Because creatine is made of proteins, 
when you attach Phosphate to it and then break it apart you release energy for the muscles. The 
‘breaking’ apart reaction happens with millions of these molecules at one time in a muscle and that 
energy creates ATP for the muscle. The more PC you have, the more energy you can make.


This energy system is best for bursts of energy that then ends quickly. During rest, the liver uses 
proteins to create more PC for the next burst of energy. It usually takes about 5 to 10 minutes to 
rebuild the PC in the muscles but after about 3 or 4 bursts of energy you will need rest until the next day. 
The length of the sprint won’t change much because of this pathway, but you will have more PC which 
will give you more energy in that short amount of time. This will make your muscle contract faster so you 
run faster or jump higher in that 15 second burst of energy. 




Specific advanced training programs will utilize different training styles to push the body to make more 
PC over time so that the athlete can go for faster sprints. By simply sprinting more or trying to bounce 
from standing with your bigger tricks, you will develop this system.


A Flipper needs to have a nutritional program that creates more PC in the body. How long does it take 
you to get to full height? How high is your max jump? These two major aspects of training have a 
large PC aspect to them so make sure you specifically train it.  A nutritional supplement for an extra 
boost in PC will help as well. You can buy PC by itself in stores or you can buy proteins that have the 
right nutritions in them. We will discuss protein in a separate chapter but you can buy Glycine, Arginine 
and Methionine separately and use them as a nutritional supplement to speed up the process. 


Glycolysis System: Longer Energy System (60 Seconds)


This energy system is used in sports such as Hockey, BMX and for traditional acrobatic routines 
with a 20 second pre-bounce time and 20 second routine. 


This energy system breaks down sugars into ATP in the powerhouse of the cell called the 
“Mitochondria.” All muscles are made of cells that have mitochondria in them. The pathway has 
ten steps and by the end of these steps the ATP is sent to the muscles for use. It lasts longer than 
the quick energy pathway because there is naturally more sugar in your body that creatine. Yes, 
there are many proteins but only a small number of them are used to make creatine. Many 
different types of sugars can go into this pathway meaning you have more building blocks to break 
down in order to create that extra energy. 


An athlete uses this pathway to create energy for their typical training. Many athletes will take 2 or 
3 attempts at a combo or skill before taking a rest. This will mean that energy is used for 30 - 60 
seconds in total. If you want to make your turns more productive and not be tired after the 
first attempt, work on this energy system. 

Sugars have to be transported to the right muscle so an athlete may want to eat a few healthy sugars 
right before training to help this energy system. If the sugars are already in the blood stream they can be 
sent to the specific muscles needed for training at a faster rate. Otherwise you have to take sugars from 
other parts of the body and transport them to the muscles. A 10 minute warm will also release sugar into 
the blood stream. A warm up along with a bit of extra sugar will give the best results.


Have a small amount of sugar in the form of fruits or vegetables, Eating glucose and fructose (two types 
of sugars) together results in quicker oxidization. Glucose is found in carbs like bread, pasta and fruits. 
The body burns glucose the quickest because it doesn’t need to metabolize in a different organ – it enters 
your bloodstream directly.


“Because glucose is the simplest form of sugar – a monosaccharide – it is the 
primary type that cells use for energy.”


You can pump more sugar into the muscle if you are consuming two or three different types, as opposed 
to one. That’s a distinct advantage that delays fatigue and increases training intensity and performance. 
Snacks like apples, bananas and plain popcorn contain both glucose and fructose and are great sources 
of energy. While sugar  is good  for your body, I don’t recommend eating a candy bar or any junk food 
before a workout. Also, don’t eat too much or you will feel sick!




Oxidative System: Longest Energy System 

This system is actually somewhat of an extension of the Glycolysis pathway. Sugars that are turned into 
ATP through Glycolysis can continue onto the rest of the pathway called the Citric Acid Cycle and the 
Electron Transport Chain. Again, fats and sugars go into this pathway and work together in unique ways 
to exchange the nutrients between the pathways. When a pathway is short on specific nutrients it can 
take them out of other pathways to help it function. In the short term this works, but long term it can 
mess up your systems. A proper nutritional program can help make sure these different pathways are 
fully ‘stocked’ up with the right building blocks. 


This energy system creates long term energy that can last hours for marathon runners. Fat is primarily 
used for this pathway once the sugar has been used up. Separate fat burning pathways that we will not 
go into will be needed to help make sure this long term pathway is working properly. 


Many do not realize that the base to a great training program is a great cardiovascular system. The 
cardiovascular system pumps blood and oxygen to the body. The oxygen goes into the different muscles 
and starts the reactions for human movement to happen in the first place. For this reason many training 
programs stress the fact you need a great cardio base before you even start focusing on building 
muscles.  

The energy output is low but continues for a long time. You will not be able to run as fast as you can for 2 
hours but will be able to maintain a light jog for 2 hours if you train it.


Athletes can go for a jog to help build this pathway, then build up to longer runs, covering more distance 
at increasingly higher speeds each week. Marathon athletes will stock up on sugars and fats by eating 
pasta (carbs) before they compete, not immediately before the race. The ideal time for a pre-
race meal  is  about four hours before  the  race, because it's early enough to digest and store a large 
amount of energy (i.e. a large number of calories), yet late enough that this energy won't be used up 
by  race  time. For example, for the two to three meals  before  the race, choose high-carb, moderate-
protein, low-fat and fibre options. Pasta primavera with chicken for a pre-run dinner, and whole grain 
bread topped with a nut butter and a banana for a pre-run breakfast.


Building Muscles  

All  muscles  are  made  of a kind of elastic tissue. Each  muscle  consists of thousands, or tens of 
thousands, of small musculus fibers. Each muscle fiber is about 40 millimeters long. It consists of tiny 
strands of fibrils. Protein  is made up of amino acids, which aid and cause many of the reactions and 
processes in your body. When you exercise and lift weights, you create tiny micro tears in your muscles. 
When you eat protein, your body breaks it down and uses those amino acids to repair the tear.  This is 
why you often hear about the newest protein supplement on the market. More protein helps you repair 
muscles faster. 


When you rest, your body is actually rebuilding muscles as well, so you need to make sure you 
have rest days between trainings, especially after really tough workouts. 


This means that if you want to build muscles you want to do three basic things: 


1) Eat Protein diet or supplement before a work out so you do not break apart muscles for use up ‘stores’ of proteins 
already in the body. You do not want to touch them if you do not have to. 


2) Eat Protein snacks or supplements during training to limit the number of Proteins broken down during training. 

3) Take a Protein supplement after training to provide ‘building blocks’ for muscle growth instead of the body breaking 

down its own stores. You need those stores for next training so don’t use them up.


By having protein supplements you will reduce the amount of pre-stored proteins you break down before, 
during and after training.




Nutrition for the Flipper 

Athletes will need to focus on all of these energy systems at the start of their training but as you develop 
your skills, focus more on one or the other. Many sports require all of them at different amounts.


A Freestyle trampoline athlete will need to train for about 2 hours every day, so they will need the 
oxidative system (cardio) ensure they can keep active for that long. The athlete will need to have 
productive one-minute long turns to make sure they develop their skills. They will also need power to be 
able to throw the big tricks when they need to. 


All of these aspects of training require different energy systems which require different molecules and 
atoms to be arranged in different ways to create energy for that pathway. If you only focus on the ATP-PC 
(quick power) system you will have a lot of power but after 30 minutes at a meet-up or T.R.A.M.P Champ 
event you will feel sluggish and tired. If you only focus on the oxidative system (long energy) you will be up 
and ready to bounce for 6 hours a day at a Freestyle Frenzy weekend but you will never throw the big 
tricks because you will lack the power. A Flipper needs to work on all three of these energy systems. 


As mentioned, you can increase these systems by exercise not related to trampoline. See “Building 
Strength & Conditioning” for a simple outline of how to do that. Along with that program, or your own 
Freestyle version, you will need to ensure you have a healthy diet. As you get older and start training 
harder you will want to start adding in supplements to help speed up the muscle building process. 


Young Flippers Nutrition: 


For younger Flippers you need to have a simple balanced diet with a healthy breakfast in the morning. I 
would suggest you take vitamins to help ensure all molecules are in the body. A young developing body 
builds based on the nutrients it gets. If you have bad nutrition at a young age you will always find it harder 
to be fit, active and healthy when you are older. 


Kids tend to want to eat a lot of junk food because the body is looking for quick energy. The growing 
body needs lots of energy so it naturally gravitates towards sugars. As the body gets older and the body 
is focused on maintaining a healthy standard, people start to like more savers flavours with more fats and 
proteins such as steaks. In “Building The Freestyle Community” we discuss the fact that younger 
generations are more likely to explore the world and develop a sense of value to society, and loading up 
on  sugar gives them that quick burst of energy. But it doesn’t last! Natural sugars that we mentioned 
above from fruits, carbohydrates and vegetables lasts longer. A bit of extra sugar along with a healthy 
lifestyle is not bad but if you are training, you should limit the amounts. 


Younger athletes will have busy lives going from school to training and then home to do homework every 
week day. This is why we have also partnered with Arbonne to help provide a nutritional platform for 
Flippers. They have many different simple easy to use supplements for athletes who are always “On the 
Go!” For this reason I suggest trying the Arbonne ‘Fizz Stick.’ These are similar to flavoured sugar packs 
for water, with a wide range of supplements that will give athletes a quick boost throughout the day, 
especially when scheduling balanced meals can be tough.


Along with a ‘pick me up’ in the form of a protein bar, sandwich or banana, a warm up before training is 
important. As mentioned before, this will increase the speed at which the nutrients can be used and will 
overall help the athletes feel ready for a workout. Instead of feeling sluggish and tired, have a snack and a 
warm up before training and you will be ready to go. 




For younger Flippers, I would stay away from protein 
supplements because muscle size is not the issue in training at 
the lower levels. Young athletes need to focus more on their 
conditioning and flexibility with training. It is great to have a 
healthy balanced diet, but young Flippers do not need the extra 
muscle mass until they are older. Protein supplements will not 
hurt younger athletes but it may make the athlete think that 
nutrition plays a bigger role than it does. 


At the end of the day exercising with a healthy diet is enough for 
the majority of young active athletes. Supplements can be 
expensive and until you see that your Flipping career is going 
somewhere you want to save that money for a meet-up ticket 
instead of supplements.


Teenage Flipper Nutrition:  

As Flippers get older they will tend to need more muscle mass 
to push the body harder and faster. This is where supplements 
truly come in and have been shown to transform an athletes 
results. Older Flippers can obtain protein naturally through nuts 
and legumes. Many older Flippers actively workout and use 
supplements for their training. All Freestyle sub-communities like 
Parkour and Tricking also use muscle building supplements specifically compared to all the other fat 
burning supplements or vitamins. 


When taking muscles building supplements, you should take them evenly throughout the day and as 
mentioned earlier, before, during and after a workout for maximized results. Do not have too much or you 
will feel a bit sick. Many athletes will mix the protein with a sports drink like Vitamin Water or Power-aid 
that already have supplements in them but tend to have more sugar. Arbonne has a full hydration 
package with Magnesium, Calcium and Vitamins that help keep athletes hydrated with proper nutrients 
and much less sugar than other energy drinks. 


If a Flipper bulks up too much they will find it hard to move or make unique positions in the air. Do not 
overdo it and become too bulked up, but just enough muscle mass will make you stronger and ultimately 
is safer for hard landings.


Acrobatics is a full contact sport with the trampoline or the ground if you’re a tricker, so if your body is 
weak and you have very little muscle mass you will have a higher chance of being injured. As discussed 
in “Building Strength & Conditioning,” half the reason you want to strengthen your body is to be able to 
fall down during training. You will not have an injury-free career so if you want to decrease the amount of 
injuries you do have during your career it is best to strengthen up and build muscles. 


There are many different types of supplements that focus around building muscles both pre-workout or 
post-workout; for example, some will have different amino acids that have slightly different results. It is 
best to talk to a professional brand before making any decisions. 


There are many supplements that do not focus on muscle building but on general health like fish oils that 
are mostly fat. Many of these supplements are not geared towards athletes but towards reducing 
depression, increasing cardiovascular health, healthy skin development and other aspects of the human 
body that do not focus on athletics. Some athletes take fish supplements as well as vitamins, depending 
on their lifestyle and focus. I wouldn’t focus on all these other supplements as heavily for a Freestyle 
Flipper who simply needs a strong body and energy. Just focus on choosing a good protein supplement 
and training for full effects over time. It will take time to build the muscles and you will not be able to 
notice the effects for a few months. You will feel better, feel stronger, be jumping higher and flipping 
harder, which will be your ultimate ‘measuring stick.’ 




Traveling: 

Flippers love to travel to events with other athletes and this means that a large part of the community is 
about traveling. Take it from me, when you are on the road all the time it is hard to get a good affordable 
meal. This is an instance where supplements and vitamins will help keep the body balanced. 


Arbonne has created great small packages that are easy to travel with and shove in your bag. You can 
simply get a bottle of water and pour in different supplements on the go between flights or on a train 
instead of getting out a large Whey protein tub and measuring out specific amounts.


Competitions: 

During competitions athletes can have snacks and supplements as well but in reality, supplements are 
more of a training tool so at the competition you may simply want to focus on having a snack at the 
venue and not worry about specific diets or supplements. 


Athletes can get nervous at competitions and this creates an uneasy feeling in the stomach. If you have 
tried supplements at a competition and they do not upset your stomach then that is great and you do not 
need to worry. Everyone reacts slightly differently to different supplements so it is worth testing but do 
not test it at a major competition. Test it at home first and if it works well continue with it. Always ask your 
doctor for their advice and have a full medical checkup before starting on any supplements.  


Athletes should have a small meal before the competition, snacks throughout the day and a big meal at 
the end of the day to ‘restock’ the nutrients for the next day.  Personally, I love a huge bacon cheeseburger 
after a competition or event!  

Conclusion 

Nutrition is not very complicated. It is nothing more than understanding what you are putting in your body 
and making sure that you know what you need energy for. Athletes need to know what energy systems 
they are using and which ones need improvement. 


When you are younger you need to have a balanced diet and can use supplements such as Fiz Sticks to 
help manage a busy schedule that may not allow for professional dietary meals. 


As athletes get older they will want to focus more on building muscles along with their workouts. 
Supplements will help athletes build stronger and faster muscles as well as build a protective armour 
around the body that will help protect them throughout the acrobatic skills building process. 


Do not think that healthy nutrition will automatically make your flips better. It won’t! It will help you make 
the most out of your training. You need to build muscles to strengthen your body and use nutrition to 
make sure you have the right amount of energy and power and the right time.  It will also make sure that 
your body uses its energy properly and productively to help keep you alert and focused during training.


In this way nutrition is actually a safety precaution. I have seen many athletes tired at events, which 
increases risk of injury because they didn’t think to have a quick snack or supplement before the event. 
The FTA is focused on creating an educational platform for Flippers and having a healthy nutrition with 
appropriate vitamins and supplements is part of that focus. Arbonne has many great supplements and 
through the FTA you will receive a discount. For info about Arbonne please watch this video: 


Please see the Arbonne Freestyle Flipper Nutritional Outline for more information regarding the different 
supplements available for Freestyle Flippers.
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